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Wonder wings: dirt, pollen, dust and
bacteria can interfere with an insect's
ability to fly(Source:
andipantz/iStockphoto)
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Jumping dew drops keep cicada wings clean
Rachel Sullivan
ABC

Wonder wings Cicada wings are cleaned by dew drops
jumping off the wings' water repelling surface taking any dirt
with them, scientists have discovered.
The discovery, made by a team of scientists from Duke
University and James Cook University, offers new insights
into the creation of self-cleaning surfaces.
The research is published today in Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences
(http://dx.doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1210770110 ) .
"Conventional thinking was that natural materials are self-
cleaned by what is known as the 'Lotus effect', named for the
way water beads on the surface of a lotus leaf and eventually
rolls off taking any dirt and other contaminants with it,"
explains study co-author Dr Gregory Watson from James
Cook University  ( http://www.jcu.edu.au/ ) 's Scanning Probe
Microscopy Facility.
"But many insects have short lifespans that may not coincide
with periods of rainfall. Their wings still become covered with
dirt, pollen, dust and bacteria that, if not removed, may
interfere with their ability to fly."
Vibration, gravity or air currents may cause larger debris to
fall off, but finer material is harder to shake.
Watson and his wife Dr Jolanta Watson, another lead
researcher on the project, turned to their backyard for an
alternative explanation for how the insects keep their wings clean.
"In Townsville, it can go without raining for five months in the dry season, but it is still humid. This results
in condensation or dew forming on natural water-repelling (hydrophobic) materials like leaves and insect
wings on a daily basis," Watson explains.
Back in the lab, imaging revealed the wings of the cicada Psaltoda claripennis get their superhydrophobic
properties from a waxy layer that covers nanoscale conical structures on the wing surface.
"Dewdrops condense around specks of dust and dirt, but the nanostructure minimises contact between the
wing and condensing droplets," he says.
"Capillary forces then cause the tiny droplets to merge spontaneously. The force of the collision causes them
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to jump of the slick wing surface, taking any detritus with them."
A resting cicada's wing surfaces are usually pointed skyward, but mechanical vibration and wind tunnel tests
showed that neither gravity nor wind shear dislodged fine particles with the efficiency of the dew droplet
mechanism that the researchers have dubbed the 'Cicada effect'.

Nature's blueprint
Watson says cicada wings are just one of many natural blueprints we can adapt to create a whole new
generation of self-cleaning surfaces that can rid themselves of dirt, bacteria and other environmental
contaminants.
"These applications include self-cleaning windows, hospital surfaces, environmentally green surfaces,
construction materials, pipes, kitchen surfaces, roof tiles, machine components and water resistant
surfaces," he says.
"The door is also open for further investigation into how such self-propelled droplets might be used to
deposit chemical packages onto the surfaces of micro biosensors and nano-delivery systems.
"This could open up a whole new area of scientific research," he says.
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